
The Audi e-tron and e-tron Sportback

Electric has gone Audi

Future is an attitude To reserve yours, visit audi.co.za 



Born from Audi’s track record of over 

100 years of pioneering innovation, the 

Audi e-tron and e-tron Sportback are 

stylish, future facing utility vehicles that 

â¸ªð�ÄÛ ðª¦Ä�Ôª��  ªÔªð�ûÄâÛǹ��Û��ÔÚâôû�

silent drive, and the pleasure of driving 

ČÄûÁâĀû��Zɓ�ªÚÄôôÄâÛôǼ��� Á�â´�ûÁªôª�

advanced vehicles has a maximum range 

of over 400 km as well as the pioneering 

technology and edge-of-your-seat driving 

¦ĒÛ�ÚÄ ô�ĒâĀ�ªđíª û�´ðâÚ�ĒâĀð��Ā¦ÄǼ

Future is an attitude



All electric. All Audi

Personal space, unrestricted mobility and a powerful 

driving experience: Regardless of whether you’re travelling 

the city, towing a boat to a nearby beach or trying 

ûâ�ðª� Á��Û�â¸Ȍðâ�¦�¦ªôûÄÛ�ûÄâÛǹ�ûÁª��Ā¦Ä�ªȌûðâÛ� 

is designed to deliver.

Two electric motors rapidly and silently accelerate these 

electric utility vehicles with starting performances 

 âÚí�ð��Ôª�ûâ�ûÁâôª�â´���ôíâðûô� �ðǼ��Û�ªÔª ûðÄ ��ÔÔȌČÁªªÔ�

drive system creates optimal traction and handling in all 

driving situations, while adaptive air suspension can almost 

instantaneously adjust your drive for enhanced comfort. 
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The shapes  
of the future
Sculpted, aerodynamic and luxurious in its design,  

ûÁª��Ā¦Ä�ªȌûðâÛ�û�Òªô�ôû�Û¦�âĀû�ªÔªÚªÛûô� 

â´��Ā¦Ä�¦ªôÄ¼Û��Û¦��¦�íûô�ûÁªÚ�´âð�ûÁª�ªÔª ûðÄ ��¼ªǼ� 

Design and technology are fused into one by Matrix LED 

headlights, optional virtual side mirrors, expansive rear 

ÔÄ¼Áû�ôûðÄíô��Û¦���ôÔªªÒ�ðª�ð��ĀÚíªð�Ú�¦ª�íâôôÄ�Ôª� 

�Ē�ûÁª�Ô� Ò�â´�ªđÁ�Āôû�íÄíªôǼ�
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The Audi e-tron
�ÄôûÄÛ ûÄċªÔĒ��Û�lx�ǹ�ûÁª��Ā¦Ä�ªȌûðâÛǿô�ôÁâĀÔ¦ªð�ÔÄÛª�

is a powerful design element. It runs from over the 

Áª�¦ÔÄ¼Áûô��Û¦�âċªð�ûÁª�·�ÛÒ�ûâ�ûÁª�û�ÄÔÔÄ¼Áûôǹ�

giving the car a low centre of gravity.

The Audi e-tron 
Sportback
sÁª�ªȌûðâÛ�líâðû�� Ò� âÚ�ÄÛªô�ûÁª�íð� ûÄ �ÔÄûĒ�â´���

íâČªð´ĀÔ�lx�ǹ�ČÄûÁ�ûÁª�ªÔª¼�Û ª�â´���´âĀðȌ¦ââð� âĀí¬Ǽ�

The sloped rear window creates a sporty, dynamic 

impression and a stand out silhouette that seems 

perpetually in motion.
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The Audi e-tron 
S Sportback 
�ĒÛ�ÚÄ ��Û¦�´�ôû�ûÁª��Ā¦Ä�ªȌûðâÛ�l�líâðû�� Ò�ôÁâČô�Äûǿô�

íâČªð��û�µðôû�¼Ô�Û ªǼ�3û�Äô�ûÁª�µðôû�Ú�ôôȌíðâ¦Ā ª¦�ċªÁÄ Ôª�

to feature 3 electric engines, two of which are mounted 

on the rear axle. It’s broader stance lends itself to more 

aggressive styling, with strongly contoured bumpers, 

large air curtains, and front and rear silver highlights.



Electrifying,  
inside and out
sÁª��Ā¦Ä�ªȌûðâÛ��Û¦�ªȌûðâÛ�líâðû�� Ò�â¸ªð�µðôû� Ô�ôô�

travel experiences, even in the second row. Their spacious 

interiors provide generous legroom and comfort, 

ČÄûÁ�ÁÄ¼ÁȌïĀ�ÔÄûĒǹ��íðªÚÄĀÚ�Ú�ûªðÄ�Ôô��Û¦���ôªÛôª�

â´�ïĀÄªû�Ú�¦ª�íâôôÄ�Ôª��Ē�ûÁª��ÔÔȌªÔª ûðÄ �¦ðÄċªǼ
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Intuitive and 
connected 
Stay in touch with your digital life on the road with the 

¦ðÄċªðȌ ªÛûðÄ ��Ā¦Ä�ċÄðûĀ�Ô� â ÒíÄû��Û¦���Ô�ð¼ª�ÚĀÔûÄÚª¦Ä��

ÄÛûªð´� ª�ČÄûÁ�ûâĀ Á�´ªª¦�� Ò��Û¦�ûČâ�Ô�ð¼ª�¦ÄôíÔ�Ēô� 

in the centre console.

e� Òª¦�ČÄûÁ�¦ðÄċªð��ôôÄôû�Û ª�ûª ÁÛâÔâ¼Ēǹ� 

ûÁª�ªȌûðâÛ��Û¦�ªȌûðâÛ�líâðû�� Ò��Ôôâ��â�ôû�´ðâÛû� 

�Û¦�ðª�ð�e�ðÒÄÛ¼��Ä¦ǹ���ðª�ðȌċÄªČ� �Úªð���Û¦�Ô�Ûª� 

 Á�Û¼ª��ôôÄôû�Ûû��ô�ôû�Û¦�ð¦�ªïĀÄíÚªÛûǼ
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Charging at home
With unrivalled convenience and easy access to 

electricity, it’s no surprise that over 80% of electric 

vehicle charging happens at home. Using the standard 

�Ā¦Ä� âÚí� û� Á�ð¼ªð�âÛ���ôÄÛ¼Ôª�íÁ�ôªǹ�ȴȳȌ�Úí�

ÄÛ¦ĀôûðÄ�Ô�ôâ Òªûǹ�ûÁª��Ā¦Ä�ªȌûðâÛ� Á�ð¼ªô�ûâ�ȹȰɱ� 

(from an estimated level of 5%) within approximately  

ȱȰ�ÁâĀðôǹ�Ú�ÒÄÛ¼�âċªðÛÄ¼Áû�ûâí�Āíô��ô�ª�ôĒ��Û¦�Á��ÄûĀ�Ô�

as charging a cell phone, laptop or tablet.
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Charging in public
�ÄûÁ���ð�íÄ¦ÔĒ�ªđí�Û¦ÄÛ¼�ÛªûČâðÒ�â´�âċªð�ȴȰȰ� Á�ð¼ÄÛ¼�

íâÄÛûô��Ôðª�¦Ē��ċ�ÄÔ��Ôªǹ��Ā¦Ä�ªȌûðâÛ�¦ðÄċªðô� �Û�ÄÛôû�ÛûÔĒ�

ªÛÏâĒ�ûÁª�·ªđÄ�ÄÔÄûĒ��Û¦�´ðªª¦âÚ�â´�ðª Á�ð¼ÄÛ¼�âÛ�

many popular routes, each of which is conveniently 

¦Äô âċªð��Ôª�ČÄûÁ�ûÁª�ªȌûðâÛ�ðâĀûª�íÔ�ÛÛªðǼ� 

Fast charging points will also be available at all 

�Ā¦Ä�ªȌûðâÛ�¦ª�ÔªðôÁÄíôǹ�Û�ûÄâÛČÄ¦ªǼ

To facilitate our drivers’ transition to the EV charging 

ªđíªðÄªÛ ªǹ��Ā¦Ä�ČÄÔÔ��Ôôâ�íðâċÄ¦ª��� âÚíÔÄÚªÛû�ðĒ�

&ðÄ¦ �ðô��ÄÔÔÄÛ¼� �ð¦�ČÄûÁ�ûÁª�µðôû�Ēª�ð�â´�ÚªÚ�ªðôÁÄí�

í�Ä¦�´âð��Ē��Ā¦ÄǼ�
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Audi model  
highlights
 ɍ �¦�íûÄċª��Äð�ôĀôíªÛôÄâÛ

 ɍ Progressive steering

 ɍ Electric front seats with driver memory function

 ɍ Electric mirrors, heated and folding

 ɍ Milano leather seats with seat heaters and 

ȵȌČ�Ē�ÔĀÚ��ð�ôĀííâðû

 ɍ M�Ûª� Á�Û¼ª��ôôÄôû�Ûû�ČÄûÁ�ðª�ð� ðâôô�ûð�¹ �

alert and exit warning

 ɍ e�ðÒÄÛ¼��Ä¦ǹ�´ðâÛû��Û¦�ðª�ð

 ɍ Rear camera

 ɍ MĀ¼¼�¼ª� âÚí�ðûÚªÛû��Û¦�ôûâð�¼ª�í� Ò�¼ª

 ɍ Contour ambient lighting

 ɍ SS3�Û�ċÄ¼�ûÄâÛ�ČÄûÁ�ûâĀ Á�´ªª¦�� Ò

 ɍ �Ā¦Ä� âÛÛª ûȞ

 ɍ �Ā¦Ä�ôÚ�ðûíÁâÛª�ÄÛûªð´� ª

 ɍ �Ā¦Ä�ċÄðûĀ�Ô� â ÒíÄû�íÔĀô

 ɍ 4 zone climate control

Only applicable to certain trimlines. 
Ȟ�Ā¦Ä� âÛÛª û�Äô�Ûâû�ôĀííâðûª¦�âĀûôÄ¦ª�â´�lâĀûÁ��´ðÄ �Ǽ



The Audi 
e-tron S 
Sportback

 ɍ ȳȳȌÄÛ Á�ČÁªªÔô

 ɍ �¦�íûÄċª��Äð�ôĀôíªÛôÄâÛ�líâðû

 ɍ Leather combination interior with embossed ‘S’

 ɍ Sport seats

 ɍ �ÔĀÚÄÛÄĀÚ�ðââ´�ð�ÄÔô

 ɍ �đûªðÄâð�ÚÄððâðô�ÄÛ��ÔĀÚÄÛÄĀÚ�ÔââÒ

 ɍ �Ô� Ò�Áª�¦ÔÄÛªð

 ɍ l�Úâ¦ªÔ��ĀÚíªðô�ÄÛ�´ĀÔÔ�í�ÄÛû�µÛÄôÁ�
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Electric Vehicle 
líª Äµ �ûÄâÛ

 ɍ �Ā¦Ä� âÚí� û� Á�ð¼ªð

 ɍ eâČªð� ��Ôª�´âð�¦âÚªôûÄ �ôâ Òªûô�ȘȴǼȷ�Ò�ș

 ɍ lÄÛ¼ÔªȌíÁ�ôª�ÄÛ¦ĀôûðÄ�Ô� ��Ôª�´âð�ÄÛ¦ĀôûðÄ�Ô�

ôâ Òªûô�ȘȸǼȳ�Ò�ș

 ɍ ��ÔÔ��ð� Òªû� ÔÄí

 ɍ Sâ¦ª�ȴ� Á�ð¼ÄÛ¼� ��Ôª�´âð����íĀ�ÔÄ � Á�ð¼ÄÛ¼�

Șȳȳ�Ò�ș
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Locate Dealer
Future is an attitude

The Audi e-tron and e-tron Sportback

Electric has gone Audi

https://www.audi.co.za/za/web/en/dealer-search.html
https://www.audi.co.za/za/web/en/dealer-search.html

